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REMARKS ON d-GONAL CURVES

By

Naonori Ishii

§0. Introduction.

Let M be a compact Riemann surface and / be a meromorphic function on

M. We denote the principal divisorassociated to / by (/) and the polar divisor

of / by (/)oo. If rf=degree of the divisor (/)≪,,we call / a meromorphic

function of degree d. If d is the minimal integer in which a non-trivial

meromorphic function / of degree d exists on M, then we call M a cf-gonal

curve. In this case the complete linear system |(/)≪=I has projective dimension

one. Moreover if / defines a cyclic covering M―>Pi over a Riemann sphere

Pi, then we call M a cyclic d-gonal curve.

Now we assume that M is a ^-gonal curve of genus g with a prime

number p. Then Namba has shown that M has a unique linear system gp of

projective dimension one and degree p provided g>(p―I)2 ([6]). For example

if M is defined by an equation yp―(x ―a{)ri■■■(x ―as)rs=0 with (p, ri)=l,

2Vj=0 (mod p) and s^2p-＼-l, then M is />-gonaland having a unique glp([7]).

In thispaper we treat a compact Riemann surface M defined by an equation ;

yd-(x-ai)ri ･･■(x-as)r*=0 *)

with 2Vi=0mod<i and l^ri<d,

where d is not necessarily a prime number.

In §2, we will show that M is rf-gonal with the function x of degree d if

there are enough r^'s relatively prime to p for each prime number p dividing

d. In this case we call M a cyclic d-gonal curve. We will also show that M

has a unique gldif there are more sufficientsuch rt's as above (§2).

In §3, let M be a cyclic <i-gonal curve defined by *) having a unique g＼

and M' be a compact Riemann surface defined by yd―(x―bi)^ ･･･(x―6s)£s=0.

We will study the relations among at, 6^, rt and ^ (1^/^s) in the case M and

M' are conformaly equivalent. Namba [7] and Kato [5] have already studied

this problem in the case d is a prime number. We will give similar results for

an arbitrary d (§3).
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In §4, we consider a covering map it':M'^M, where M is a cyclic d-gonal

curve with a unique g＼ and M' is a d'-gonal curve. In the case d ―d', we can

apply the same methods in [3], and we will see that M' is also cyclic d-gonal.

Moreover if %' is normal and d = d', then the covering group of it'is isomorphic

to cyclic,dehedral, tetrahedral, octahedral or icosahedral. For a general case

d^Ld', we will show some relations between d and d' (§4).

In §5, we will give some remarks about coverings M-*N with a cyclic

rf-gonal curve M having a unique g＼.

Finally we determine the equation *), which defines the curve M (with a

unique gld) having an automorphism V (<£<T≫ of order N, where T is the

automorphism defined by T*x = x and T*y = et*i'dy (§6).

§1. Preliminaries

At firstwe give several results on the existence of meromorphic functions

on a compact Riemann surface M of genus g following Accola and Namba.

Lemma 1.1.(Accola [1]) Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g.

Let /i and fz be two meromorphic functions on M of degree nx and n2 respectively.

If fx and fi generate the full field C(M) of meromorphic functions on M, then

ff<(n,-lXn,-l).

The following lemma by Namba is easily obtained from Lemma 1.1.

Lemma 1.2 (Namba [6]) Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g

and f be a meromorphic function of degree p on M with a prime number p.

(1) // h is a meromorphic function of degree n on M satisfying

(p―l)(n~-l)<Lg―l, then p divides n and h―r(f), where r(x) is a rational

function of degree n/p.

(2) // (p ―l)2<=g―1, then M is p-gonal and having a unique linear system

si of degree t> and dimension 1.

Proof. (1) By lemma 1.1,the subfieldC(f, g) of C(M) generated by /

and h is not equal to C(M). As p=-[C(M)＼C(/)] is a prime number,

C(f)=C(f, g). (2) If h is any meromorphic function of degree p, then

C(h)=C(f) by (1). D

Next we give some resultsconcerningcovering maps. Let it: M'-+M be an

arbitrary covering with compact Riemann surfaces M and M'. For a divisor

D―IriiQi (nt<=Z, Qt<E:M')we definea divisorNm,D―NmD by IriiitiQi).On
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the other hand, for a meromorphic function / on M' we denote by Nm[f~] the

meromorphic function on M obtained by the norm map Nm: C{M')-^C{M). It

is well known that the equation of principal divisors Nm.{f)―{Nm＼_f~＼)holds

([2]). When the divisorNm(f) is trivial,we can choose a constant c such that

the divisor Nm{f+c) is non trivial. This means that d'"^d if M' and M are

d'-gonal and d-gonal respectively.

When M and M' are both d-gonal, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 1.3 (Ishii[3]) Let k' : M'-*M be a covering map that both M and

M' are d-gonal. Then ;

(1) there existsa covering map tz: /Y―≫/*!with Riemann spheres P{ and Px

satisfying the following diagram;

M4
Pi

C{M')=C{M) <g)C(Pi), C{M)r＼C{P{)=C{P1)
c(pO

M >P,

Mn|>']

where (])'is a morphism of degree d,

(2) if M' has a unique g＼ and n

and Ga/(M7M)sGa/(F17i3i) (i.e.,cyclic,

isosahedral).

is normal, then k is also normal

dehedral, tetrahedral, octahedral, or

Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g that has two meromorphic

functions h and h' of degree d and d' respectively. Let C(h, h') be a subfield

of C(M) generated by h and A', and M be the compact Riemann surface of

genus g whose function fieldis isomorphic to C(h, h'). Put ＼_C(M):C(h, h')~]=t.

Then M has meromorphic functions of degree d/t and d'/t induced by h and

h' respectively. By Lemma 1.1 we have;

Lemma 2.1. g£(d/t-l)(d'/t-l).

From now on we assume;

M is defined by the equation *), T is the automorphism of M defined

by (x, y)＼ >(x,C,dy), where C,d=exp(2ni/d), and h is the canonical map

M-±M/<T}=Pl.

We denote by gk the genus of the quotient compact Riemann surface M/(Tk}

for a positive integer k dividing d and k^d. Moreover if k=q is a prime
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number, we denote by sq the number of branch points of the canonicalmap

M/<T9>―>M/<T>^P1. Sq is equal to the number of ?Ys prime to q and we

have ga=(q-l)(sa-2)/2 (v 2V*=0 mod d).

Lemma 2.2. Assume that M has a meromorphic function h' of degree d'.

Let q0 be the smallest prime number dividing G.C.D. (d, d')―{d, d'). If d'

satisfiesthe inequalities:

gq>(d/q0-l)(d'/q0-l) *)

for any prime q dividing G.C.D. (d, d'),

then t―d or 1. Especially when (rt,d)―＼ for all l^i^s, t=d or 1 provided

gqo>(d/q0-l)(d>/q0-l).

Proof. Assume ti=d, 1. As <Td/£> is a unique subgroup of order t in

<T>, M should be isomorphic to M/{Td't} and g=gd/t. For any prime number

q dividing d/t (=tl), we have <T9>ID<Td/£> and g-l^£?-l^(d/tf0-W/tfo-1)

^(d/t-l)(d'/t-l). This contradicts to Lemma 2.1. If (rt, d)=l for all

i―1, ■･■,s, then s= sq=sqo and gq^gQo for any prime number q dividing (d, d').

Thus the latter part of thislemma is reduced to the firstpart. □

Proposition 2.3. Assume M is a compact Riemann surface of genus g

defined by the equation *). Let d' be a positive integer satisfying the inequal-

ities **) in lemma 2.2 and (d ―l)(d' ―l)^.g―l. Then;

(1) // d does not divide d', then there is no meromorphic function of

degree d'.

(2) // d divides d', then every meromorphic function h' of degree d' is

obtained by r{h), where r is some rational function of degree d'/d and h is the

canonical map A/->M/<T>.

Proof. Let h' be a meromorphic function of degree d'. {d ―l)(d'―l)^g―l

means f=£lby lemma 1.1. Thus C(h, h')=C(h) by lemma 2.2 and h'=r{h) for

some rational function r. □

Remark. If d―p is a prime number, this proposition is exactly same as

Lemma 1.2(1).

Theorem 2.4. Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g defined by

*) and q0 be the smallest prime number dividing d.

(1) Assume (d ―l)(d―2)^Lg―l and (d/go―l)(d/qo―2)^gq―l for any prime

a dividing d. Then M is d-gonal.
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(2) Assume {d ― Yff^g―1 and {d/qo ―lf^gq―l for any prime q dividing d.

Then M is d-gonal and having a unique gld.

Proof. (1) Assume that there is a meromorphic function h' of degree d'

with d'^d-1. By (d-l)(d-2)^g-l and lemma 1.1, t=[C(M): C(h, /z)]^l.

As t＼(d,d') and d'<d, we have d'^d-t. Thus d'/q^d/qo ―l and

(d/qo―l)(df/qo ―l)^(d/qo ―lXd/qo ―2)^gq―l for any prime number q dividing

d. Hence the assumptions in Proposition 2.3 are satisfied. This is a con-

tradiction. (2) Let h' be a meromorphic function of degree d. By the same

way as in (1) and Proposition 2.3(2), we have C(h, h')=C{h). Thus M has a

unique gd. n

When (rt, d)―＼ for all i=l, ■■■, s, we can restate Theorem 2.4 as follows;

Theorem 2.4'. (1) // {d-l)(d-2)^g-l and (d/qo-l)(d/qo-2)^gqo-l,

then M is d-gonal.

(2) // (d ―iy^g―1 and (d/qo ―l)2^gqo―l, then M is d-gonal and having a

unique g＼.

Proof. Use the latter part of Lemma 2.2. □

Example 2.5. Let M be a compact Riemann surface defined by

yi―x(x ― a1)(x ―a2)(x ―as){(x ―ai)(x ― aB)(x ― a6)(x ― a1)}2=0, where at (I<,i<,7)

are distinct non-zero numbers, then g―7. Put AT=M/<T2>. N is defined by

y2―x(x ― ai)(x ―a2)(x ―a3)―0, i.e., g2-=l. M satisfies the conditions of Theorem

2.4(1), and then M is 4-gonal. On the other hand M has infinitely many g＼.

In fact if gii and g＼' are two distinct linear systems on N, then n*gl and 7t*g＼'

are distinct linear systems of degree 4 and dimension 1 on M, where it: M―>N

is a canonical map. Thus M has infinitely many g＼.

Example 2.6. For prime numbers p and q with p^q, let M be defined by

ypq-(x-a1)ri(x-a2)r^---(x~asy'=0 with 1^=0 mod pg and iju pq)=l,

l^i<s. If s satisfies s^2pq-l and (p ―l)(p―2)<(q-i)(s―2)/2, then M is

pq-gona＼. If s satisfies s^2pq+l and (/>―1)2<(^―l)(s ―2)/2, then M is /)^-gonal

and having a unique glvq.

Proof. These results are easily from g=(pg―l)(s―2)/2, gP=(p―l)(s―2)/2,

g,=(?-l)(s-2)/2, and Theorem 2.4'. □

Example 2.7. Let M be defined by ;y4―x＼x ―a{)(x ―a2)(x ― as)=0, where

au a2, a3 are distinct non-zero numbers. The covering map x: M->Pi is
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completely ramified at Ax, A2> A3 and Q with x(At)=ai (i―l, 2, 3) and x(Q)―oo

respectively. Also x is ramified at two points P1 and P2 with ramification

index 2 and x(P1)=x(Pt)=0. Thus ^=4≪(4-l)(4-2)) and gt=l. Then this

M does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.4(1). In fact M is trigonal

with a principal divisor (x/y)―Pl-＼-P2+Q ―Ax ―A2―Az, and not a hyperelliptic

curve by Lemma 1.2(1).

Remark. M in Example 2.7 does not satisfythe conditionof Lemma 1.2(2)

for />=3. But M has unique g＼,because M has a canonicaldivisor(dx/y)―

2At+2A2+2A3 and by [4] (ffl.8.7).

§3.

In the following sections we give some applications of our results in §2.

At first we will prove the following Theorem, which have been obtained by

Namba [7] and improved by Kato [5] in the case d ―po. prime number.

Theorem 3.1. Let M and M' be defined by the following equations;

and

yd-(x-a1)ri ■■■(x-as)rs=Q

yd-{x-b^ ■■■(x-bsy^O

i)

ii)

respectively, where l^r^d ―1, l^U^d ―1, Iri = Iti=O modd. Assume M

satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2.4(2),and M and M' are birationally equiv-

alent. Then, by changing the indeces suitably, we have;

(1) there exists A^Aut(Pi) satisfying bi=Aat (l^z'^Ss), and

( ordpti=ordpri if ordpri<Cordpd or
#)＼

{ ordpt^ordpd if ordpr^ordpd (l^i^s)

for each prime number p dividingd.

(2) if (rltd)=l, then rJU^Z/dZY and (r1/t1)ti^rimod d (l^i^s).

(3) if d is square free,then r＼ti= tiVimode! (2<i<s).

Proof. (1) The proof owes to the uniqueness of ga (Theorem 2.4(2)),and

goes almost same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.1in [6]. Let <p:M->M'

be the birationalmap. As M has unique gld,there existsA^Aut Pt satisfying

a commutative diagram:
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9
M >W

4 !*

Px ,Pi.

A

Thus we may assume Aai=bt for i―1, ■■■, s. Let M" be a curve defined by

zd―(u ―A~1b1)ti---(u―A~1bsys―Q and <pA―<p be a birational map from M' to

M" defined by (x, y)-*(u, z)―{A~lx,cy/(x―y)k'), where c is a suitable constant,

^=^(co) and kf―(Itv)/d ([6]). Put w―z-<p-ip, which is a meromorphic function

on M. Then M is also defined by

wd-(x-a1)li ■･■(x ―aty*=0 i').

As both i) and i') define the ramification type of the same cyclic covering

x:M->Pu we can see #) by considering a covering map M/(TpOrdpd)-^Pi

induced by x.

(2),(3) Put v ―ivri/yl＼ then we have ;

yd―(x ―a2)riJ2-r2≪i...(x ―as)rits~rsti―Q...-iii)_

Put [C(M):C(x,v)']=t. As C(M)Z)C(x, v)Z)C(x) are cyclic extensions, vd/t is

in C(x) and riU ―^^=0 mod? (2^/^s) by iii). Moreover we can see that s

numbers (rJi ―tirt)/i(25gz<^s) and d/£ have no common divisor and

G.C.D.(ri, U, d)={rx, ti,d) divides t. On the other hand C(x, v) is the function

fieldof the curve M/<Td/£>. Assume d^t, and take a prime number q dividing

d/t. Then the curve M/(Tq} is defined by the following two equations simul-

taneously ;

yi-ix-atfi - (x-at)r*=O A)

and

vq―(x―a2yritt~rtt^/t■■■(x-asyrit^r^ti)lt=O ･･･ -B).

Now we will show r^O mod<7. In fact thisis obvious when (ji, d)=l. Next

we consider the case d is square free. From #) we have (ru tu d)=(rlf d).

As d is square free and {ru tx,d)＼t,(d/t, ru d)=(d/t, rO=l and (rx,q)―l.

Thus fliis a branch point of the covering x: M/<T9>->F1 by A). But this

contradicts to B). So we have t―d and

rJi ―t^i^O mod d (2^/^s).

When (r2,d)=l, then (tu d)=l by #, and we get (2). □

Remark. Conversely if there exists A<^Aut(Px) as in (1) and we have

(ri/tr)ti^rimod d (2^i<s), then M and M' are birationally equivalent ([6]).
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§4.

Next we considera covering map n': M'^M with a cyclic d-gonal curve

M definedby *) of genus g and a d'-gonalcurve M' of genus g'.

Theorem 4.1. Assume d ―d'. Then;

(1) M' is also a cyclic d-gonal curve.

(2) // M satisfiesthe conditions of Theorem 2.4(2) aud n' is normal, then

the Galois group af tt'is cyclic,dehedral, tetrahedral, octahedral or isosahedral.

Proof. (1) Easily from Lemma 1.3(1).(2) Let T (resp. T') be the auto-

morphism of order d on M (resp. M') as in§2. By the commutative diagram

in Lemma 1.3 and the uniqueness of g＼on M we may assume that T' induces

T. For each prime number q dividing d, we have a commutative diagram;

M' -*M7<T'≪>
I I

M >M/<T≪).

Let g'qbe genus of M'/<T/q}. As g<g' and gq<g'q, M' is also satisfyingthe

conditionsin Theorem 2.4(2). Then M' has a unique g^. By Lemma 1.3(2)

we have our results. □

Theorem 4.2. Assume d^d'. If d and d' satisfy the conditions of Prop-

osition2.3. on M, then d divides d'.

Proof. Let D' be a positive divisor of degree d' on M' such that ＼D'＼

has projective dimension 1. Assume NmnD' has some common point with NmKE

for each E<=＼D'＼. Then each £e|D'| has some common point with 7t*NmD'.

On the other hand if E and E' in |D'| have common points, then E ―E' by

the minimality of d'. Hence ＼D'＼should be a finiteset. This is a contradic-

tion. Thus there is a meromorphic function h of degree d' on M' and Nm＼_h~＼

is also of degree <i'on M'. By Proposition 2.3 we have d＼d'. □

Corollary 4.3. Le£ rc':M'-+M be an unramified covering of degree q with

a cyclic p-gonal curve M of genus g, where p and q are distinctprime numbers.

Assume g>p2q―2p + l. Then;

(a) M' is a pq-gonal curve with a unique gpq.

(b) Let </>:M'―>JP/ be the covering map defined by gpq in a), then;

(b-i) (])is not cyclic(i.e.,M' is not a cyclic pq-gonal curve).

(b-ii) // p t q―1, then <pis not normal.
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Proof, (a) Let h: M->PX be the covering map of degree p, then h°rz'is

a meromorphic function of degree pq on M'. For g>p2q―2p+l>(pq―l)(p―1),

M' is pm-gonsl (l^ra^g―1) or pq-gonal by Theorem 4.2. (see the remark of

Proposition 2.3). Now we assume that M' is pq-gonal. Let <p be a meromorphic

function of degree />$ on W. Put K=C(<p, h*nr) and [C(M'): #]=*■ As the

genus g' of M' is #(g―1)+1, we have g'>(pq―l)2 and f^l. Consider the

following diagram;

C(M')i)K^C(<p)

C(M)DC(/i≪ff').

If t=q, then [if: C{h"7z')~＼= p and genus of i^g ('.' ^' is unramified and

(p, q)=l). For g>(p-l)2, K=C(h°7c'). This is a contradiction. If f=/>, then

KzDC{h°K') is an unramified extension. As C(h°7z')is of genus 0, this is a

contradiction. Thus we have t=pq and M' has a unique gpq. If M' is

j&m-gonal (l^m^^r―1) and <p is a meromorphic function of degree />m on M',

then [CCMOrCC^,/icw')] = /> by (/>,q)=l and g'>(pm-l)(pq-l). This is a

contradiction.

(b-i) We may assume h°7r'=(pby (a). If <pis cyclic, then there exists an

automorphism T' on M' of order />,and we have a commutative diagram;

W ->M//<T/>
u

y v

M >M/<T>=P1, where ^' is unramified.
A

For (p, q)=l, x is unramified. This is a contradiction, (b-ii) Assume (p is

normal with galois group G. If p<q and p t q―1, it is well known that G is

cyclic. But this can not be happened by (a). If p>q, then G has a unique

normal subgroup <T'> of index q generated by T'. Thus we have a same

commutative diagram as in the oroof of (b-i). This is also a contradiction. □

§5.

We consider a covering iz':M-+N, where M is cyclic d-gonal and N is

e-ffonal. Put dee tz―n and d'―ne.

Theorem 5.1. Assume d and d' satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.3.

Then e divides d. Moreover if u : M-^M/(Td/e) is the canonical map, then there

exists a covering map v: M/<Td/e>―>N satisfying 7t'=v°u. Especially when

d = d'=ne, N is isomorphic to M/<Td/e>.
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Proof. Let <pN: N->Pi be the covering over Riemann sphere Pi of degree

e. Then <pN°x' is a meromorphic function on M of degree d'=ne. By Prop-

osition 2.3, d divides ne ―d', and we have a commutative diagram;

ft
W >P1 = M/<T>

N >Pl ,

with a rational function jf of degree d'/d and the canonical map h. The

function fields C(N) and C(FX) are linearly independent over C(JPi) for the

minimality of e. Then there exists a g-gonal curve M with a function field

C(M) isomorphic to C(A) 0 C(A0- By the universal property of C(M) we

C(Pl)
have the following commutative diagram;

jv-―A

where deg<p ―e and degn―ne/d.

cyclic extension, M~M/{Td/e). D

We can see that a divides d. As h is a

Example 5.2. Let M be the cyclic pq-gona.＼ curve defined in Example 2.6

with p^q, s^2pq+l and (p-l)2<(q-l)(s-2)/2. Then any covering n: M-+N

of degree p (resp. q) with a q (resp. £)-gonal curve N is birational to the

cyclic q (resp. £)-gonal curve defined by yq―(x ―ai)ri ■･･(x ―as)Ts=0 (resp.

3>p-(x-a1)ri-U-a,)r'=0).

§6.

Let M be a cyclicd-gonal curve with a unique g＼definedby

yd―(x―ax)ri･･･(x ―fls)rs=0, 2><=0 mod d, *)

(n, d)=l for alli, here we can take oo as one of a/s.

Let T be the automorphism of order d as in §2, and (p:M^M/(T} be the

canonicalmap. We will determine the equation *),which definesM having an

automorphism V (<£<T≫of order N.
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For the uniqueness of g＼, we have V(.T}V X=<T> and V induces an

automorphism V on M/(T}=Pl(x). Let C(x) and C(u) be the function fields

of M/<jy and M/<V, T> respectively.Then n': M/<T>-+M/<T, V} is a cyclic

covering of order N' (N'＼N) and we may assume 7t'^u―xN'.

Before considering generally,we study the following two cases;

Case 1) <T>n<IO=<T>, Case 2) <T>n<F>={!}.

Case 1) <T>n<T>=<T>

We can see that d＼N and N'=N/d. We may assume VN<d=T and

V^x―^'x with a primitive N'-Va root £'of 1. We denote the set {fixed point

of V) by F(V). Then #F(V)=2.

Case 1-a) #F(F)n{a1? ･･･, as}=2

We may assume that two elements of the above set are as_i=0 and as=oo.

As V' acts on {alt ･･･, as_2} faithfully,M can be defined by;

A) ya
C k Nld 1

k Nld
1+ S Smtf/d.(t_1)+^O modrf,

£= 1 /=1

where (m*, d)=l, and ct (=£0)are distinct complex numbers satisfying

{C/l/"1ct|l^y^N/d}ri{C/-'"1c,|l^y^N/d}=0 for f^s.

By acting F* on both sides of A), we have;

C k Nld 1

k Nld
where M=l+ S S mN/d.a-v+j-

By the proof of Theorem 3.1 and comparing A) with B), there exists a posi-

tiveinteger v (l^v<d, (v, d)=l) satisfying v-mN/d.u-i)+j = mN/d.(t-.i->+j+imod d

(l<,j^N/d ―1), and vmN/d.t=mNid.≪_1)+i mod d. But in this case, i>-l= l mod d.

Thus we have v―＼and mN/d.a_D+i― ･･･=zm,N/d.tP^rt {t―l<t^k). The equation

A) is;

I)
r k Nld 1 k

{ t=l 4=1 ) J=l

As V*yd=^yd and V is of order N, we have V*y = 7]y, where rj satisfies

7]d=C and r]N'is a primitive N/N' (-d)-th root of 1.
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Proposition 6.1a). Case 1-a happens if and only if M is defined by I)

with d＼N, (rt, d)=l (t=l, ■■■, k) and N/d Sr^+1^0 mod d. V is defined by

V*x=£,'x and V*y=r]y 1)

where £'is a primitive N'-th root of 1, -qsatisfies7]d=Q/ and 7)N>is a primitive

d-th root of 1 {for example, r]=e27tilNand Q'―e27:i/N'satisfy these conditions).

Case 1-b) #F(V)r＼{au ･･･,af}=l

We may assume that the element of the above set is as. There exists a

point PgM such that <p{P)£{au ■･■,as) and V(P)EL<TyP=<.VN/d>P. Then

Vd(P)=P. If (d, N/d)=r*l, then Td/rP=VN/d-d/rP=P. This contradicts

to (p(P)^{a1, ･･･,as}. Thus (d, N/d)=l and <Fd>n<yJV/d>={l}. We have

C7(M)=C(M/<7Ar/d≫ (g) C(M/Fd), Assume <p(P)=°°,as=0 and ^*w=xW/(i.

C(Jf/<K>
As M/<Fd>―M/<y>=F!(M) is cyclic of degree d, C(M/(Vd≫ is defined by

yd=uTL(u―bt)nt, with (nt, d)=l (t=l, ■■■, e) and 1+nH hnft^0modd.
£=1

Then M is defined by yd=xN/d(xN/d-b1)ni ■■■(xN/d-bk)nk. For (d, N/d)=l,

M can be defined by the following equation;

H) yd=x-(xNld-b1)ri---(xN'd-bky*> with l+Zrt3EQ modd.

After all, we have;

Proposition 6.1b). Case 1-b) happens if and only if (N/d, d)―l and M is

e
defined by II) with (rt,d)=l and 1+ Sn^O mod d. V is defined by;

V*jc=C* and V*y=yy 2)

where C is a primitive N'-th root of 1, -qsatisfiesf]a=C,' and 7]N'is a primitive

d-th root of 1.

Case 1-c) #F(V)r＼{alt - , a,}=0

By the same way as in Case 1-b), we have;

Proposition 6.1c). Case 1-c) happens if and only if [N/d, d)=i and M is

defined by;

k
with (rt,d)=l and Sr£=0 mod d. V is defined by;
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where £'(resp.£")is a primitiveN' {resp.d)-throot of 1.

Case 2) <T>n<F>={l}

The automorphism V on M/(Ty induced by V is of order N, and we may

assume that V*x=Cx with a primitiveN-th root C of 1.

Case 2-a) #{au ･■■,at}r＼F(V)=2 and

Case 2-b) #{alt ■■■,as}nF(F)=l

By the same way as in Case 1-a),M can be definedby

IV)
yd=xJl(xN-btyt, with (rt,N)=l.

t=i

In Case 2-a) (resp. 2-b), NSn+1^0 (resp. =0) mod d. As V satisfies V*yd
t=i

―^･yd and V is of order N, V is defined by;

F*x=Cx and V*y=£-y, ･ 4)

where £ is a iV-th root of 1 satisfying |d=C- ･"･ (d, N)=l and | is also a

primitive iV-th root of 1. After all we have;

Proposition 6.2. Case 2-a) (resp. 2-b)) happens if and only if (N, d)=l

k
and M is birational to the curve defined by IV) with (rt, N)=l and AfSr( + 1^0

t=i

(resp. =0) mod d. V is defined by 4) with a primitive N-th root f of 1 and C=£d-

Case 2-c) #{ai, ･･･, fls}nF(F)=0

By the same way as in Case 1-a), M is birational to the curve defined by

y* = {A
ft(*-£'-W<'-≫+4

with SSfflw(.-i)tr0modd
U=i >=i J t=ii=i

and (m*, d)=l. Moreover there exists a positiveinteger v (l<v^d―l, (v, d)―＼)

satisfying vmN(.t--o+j= mN(t-i)+j+imod d (lfS/fSiV―1),andvmN.t^mNit_1)+i mod d.

We see vN = l modrf. Thus M is defined by

V) y

t=i j=i

k
with positive integers nt satisfying 2

1

N
2 ntvi~1=O mod d and (≪*, <i)=l. Put

R=2nt and S=2vs ＼ Then i?S=O mod d. By acting V* on the both sides

of V again, we have
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(F*v)* =
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n mtx-z'-w*1-1

£=1 i =l

=c

Then we have

RSn n(x-?V"

C*V7 n {x-Cbt)n^N-l), C^^l (if i?5^0 mod N).
£=1

or

v"V

or

yV Ii{x-Clbt)ntlvN-l)ld
t=i

£= 1

(ifRS=O modN).

(if i?S^O modN)--V-i)

(if RS^O modJV)----V-ii)

where tjis some d-ih root (not necessarily primitive) of 1.

Assume RS^Q modiV. Using V-i) repeatedly, we have

I U=0 £= 1 J J

=w spRS/diSyvN/rRw"-****1*-**-^-)*0^! JJ1 f{(x―C>N~l~'ibt)nt＼VN
* l](VN 1)/d

For V*Ny=y, r]s=l should be held.

When RS=0 modN, by the same way as above, we have;

y*Ny_ Sr-R<,S*-NS)/d yvX, dyvX-l)/d= ~Sr-RS*/dy

Thus t] should satisfy 7)s=£Rs2/d.

Proposition 6.3. Case 2-c) happens if and only if M is birational to the

curve defined by V) with vN = l mod d and RS=0 mod d. If RS^O (resp. RS=0)

mod AT, V is defined by V*x―^x and V-i) (resp. V-ii) with d-th root rj of 1

satisfying r]s=l (resp. 7}s=£RS2/d),here rj is not necessarily primitive (for

example, 7]=l (resp. 7]=QRS/d^) satisfies7}s=l (resp. 7]s=QRS2/d)).

General case <T>r＼<V>=<VN'>=<Td>).

We can obtain the equationsof M and V as follows. We may assume that

N'＼N and d'＼d,then d/d'―N/N'. The case d'―l is exactly same as the case

1)(Propositions6-la~c)).
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When d'>l, put M'=M/<Xyr＼<yy. Then M' is d'-gonal with a unique

g＼>having an automorphism V (―F mod<F£i'≫of order d'. We can apply

Proposition6.2 or 6.3,and M' is definedby an equation of type IV) or V).

For example, assume M' is definedby;

with (n*, d')

N'

y'd'=U nU-C"-1&Onio"'~1 (cf. V)

£=1)=1

=(v'.d')=L l^v'^d'-l, and R'S'^Q mod d', where R
k'

-SP Y＼'

and a primitive N'-th root C of 1. Moreover, assume R'S'^Q

mod N'. Then V is defined by;

r V'*x=Px

＼
Vf*y'=V%/R's''d'yv'/Ii(x-Q'N'-1h't)ni(v'N'-1)ld' (cf. V-i),

£=1

with d'-th. root -q' (not necessarily primitive) of 1 satisfying rjfs'=l. Put

y'―ydid', we can have the equation of M;

yd=h no-c'-w^"1. vi)

t=l .7=1

As M is definedby *),we have RfS'=O mo&d, {n1*,d)―(jj',d)=l and v'N^l

mod d. Thus V on M is defined by;

r v*x=?x

＼
V*y=Y}CR's'ldyv'/il(x-CN'~1b't)nUv'N'-1)ld

where yj satisfiesr)dld'=fj'. We can see V*N'y=y]s'y. As V is of order N,

7]'s'should be a primitive N/N' (=d/df) root of 1. When (S', d/d')=l, i)'=l..

and y)=exp(2nid'/d) satisfiesthese conditions,

Considering the other cases, we finally have;

Theorem 6.4. Let M be a cyclicd-gonalcurve with a unique g^ defined by

*) with an automorphism V (^<T≫ or order N. Then M and V are determined

as the following types;

I) Let d' (>1) and N' (>1) be two integers satisfying d'＼d,N'＼N and d/d

I-i) M is a curve defined by the equation

a II IKx-z'-W^1 vp

£=1 ≫=1

with l^v'^d'-l, (n;, d)=(v',d)=＼ and S'R'^O mod d.
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// S'R'=£Q mod N', then V is defined by

J V*x=?x

＼
V*y=7]CR's'ldyv'/h(x-£/N'-1b't)n't(v'N'-1)"i>

' t=i

where -q is a d-th root (not necessarily primitive) of 1 such that rjs'is a primitive

d/d'-th root of 1. {for example, when (S', d/d')=l, e27Cid'ld can be taken as 57).

// SfR'=O modN', V is defined by

r v*x=?x

＼
V*y=r]yv'/ n (x-Z!N'-lb't)n^v'N'-1)ld,

where -q is a d-th root (not necessarily primitive) of 1 such that yj^-R's'2id is a

primitive d/d'-th root of 1. {for example, when (Sf, d/d')―ls we can take

£,'R'Stl%<Lid-as r], where C,d/d,is a primitive d/d'-th root of 1). (cf. Prop. 6.3)

I-ii) // (df, N')―l, we have an additional type;

yd=xJJ(xN'-bt)rt

with (rt,N) ―1. In this case V is defined by;

V*y=t-y and V*x=%dx,

where £is a primitive N-th root of 1. (cf. Prop. 6.2)

II) In case of d＼N, in addition to 1), we have other types of M and V as

follows;

Il-i) M and V in Proposition 6.1a).

n-ii) In addition to U―i),M and V in Proposition 6.1b) and 6.1c), provided

ad, N/d)=i.
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